Introduction
In the theory of stochastip prooesses Markov ones occupy a speoial place. Many papers are devoted to their investigation and several monographs present their theory. This speoial place of Markov prooesses is due, on one hand, to their numerous applications and on the other hand -to their relations to other branches of mathematics, in particular to functional analysis and differential equations, as initiated by the fundamental work of A.N. Kolmogorov [6] , However, it is known that there are a great number of physical and technical processes that are not markovian. In other words, in many physical and technical prooesses the future depends on the present as well as in the past.
Conoeptualy, a Markov process is the probabilitic analogue of the processes of classical mechanics, where the future development, is completely determined by the present state and is independent of the Way in which the present state has developed. These processes differ essentialy from processes with aftereffect (or hereditary process), such as occur in the theory of plasticity, where the whole past history of the system influences its future.
There exist also many technical devices (such as groups of selectors in telephone exhanges, counters, filters) whose action can be described as a superposition of Markov processe. with an output which is non-markovian. In the present paper we shall investigate properties of processes which may, but need not be,. Markov processes. We shall consider only such processes whose realizations are piecewise constant functions.
The properties of the similjary extended class of diffusion processes (i.e. processes that need not be markovian) called quasi-diffusion processes, have been investigated in a number of papers, e.g. 2. Prospective and retrospective equations Let us consider a stochastic process {x^, teT = (0,T o )j with a phase space X in w|hich a 6-fieId 3 is fixed.
Let P n be transition probabilities, i.e. where t 1 < ... f Q = (t-,,...,^) e T n , * n = = (x 1 ) t 3E n , X t = (X t X t }, A € JB . n 1 n We shall assume that thei transition probabilities (1) satisfy the continuity condition
V^n where is the characteristic function of the set A.
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We assume further that I. There exists the limit P"(t n ,x n ;t 1f A) -X (x) (3) lim n n n I " +1 I ,
and the convergence is uniform with respect to (t n ,x n ,A) 6 <t n-1' t n + 1 >x36x ' S -II. Function q is continuous function with respect to t Q é <• > uniformly with respect to (x n ,A) tXx£. Definition.
We say that the process t teT| is a discrete stochastic process if conditions I and II are satisfied.
Notice that the function cf has the following properties q(f n ,* n ,A) = lim q(f n .* n ) = -^in' x n'( x n} ) ' g(f n ,* n ,A) = qU n ,VA-{x n }). 4
-1091 -Now we can write the function q in the following form (4) q(t n ,X n ,A) = -q(t n ,* a ) X^) + g(f n ,X n ,Al.
Observe that g(f n »* n >*) is & finite measure on .2, since 1° g(t a ,* n ,') >0, 2 SÌ'n**»»^ = 3° s(f n »* n >*) is a countably additive set function on .3, 4° g(i n »* n »*) is a bounded functions, i.e. there exists a constant C suoh that More over Let us denote
The function is a probability measure on .2. Prom (3) and (4) we have
where r is a function such that lim r(f n ,X n ,t n+1 ,A) -0 n+1 n and thei convergence is uniform with respect to (t n ,x n ,A), -1092 -It follows from (6) that there exists a constant C^ such that ™ l p n it n'*n» t n + 1' A) " X aM * C 1 (t n + 1 " V'
Prom probabilitic reasoning we have {8) ^'n'VSi+Z^ =/ P n +
3C
It is a generalization of Chapmann-Kolmogorov equation.
We shall prove the next theorem. Theorem 1. If jx^, t € tJ is a discrete stochastic process with transition probabilities (1) then the following integrodifferential equation holds 9P (f ,X ;t ",A)
For fixed t n let t fl «= ^+ 1 <t n+1 <t' n+2 . Taking into account (8) we can write (10) Vn.V^.A) -^'n'V^I^ = i Prom (7) and (10) we have (11) sup | P n (f n ,* n ;t' n+2 ,A) -P n U n ,* a ;t' n+1 .A)| < Cl (t' n+2 -t' n+1 ), (4), (6) (12) that
Passing to the limit as t' n+1 ft n+1' ^n+2» n+1 and taking into account the following conditions:
2°, q, in virtue of II, is a continuous functions with respeot to t -j» 3°. in virtue of (12) I SUP 4l |/^( f n+1'*n+V A) P n (f n'*n5 t 'n+1» dx n+1 ) " ^n+1'
x " P n (f n'*ni t n+1' dx n+1 ) sup |Pn(tn,*n;tn+1,A) -*n (f n'*n» t n+1' A, |'
4°. in virtiue of (11) n+1 n+1 n+1 ' 1 we may conclude that the right-hand said of (13) tends to zero, This implies that the transition probabilities Pn are differentiate with respect to t ^ and the equation (9) holds. The theorem 1 is proved.
Equation (9) is a prospective Kolmogorov equation. Taking into account (3) we can write (9) in the form
Formula (14) has been obtained in the paper [9] by the somewhat another manner.
In further part of this paper we shall prove that equation (9) with initial condition n+1 n -1095 -has under some assumptions on the functions g and g only one solution.
In the paper {9] the retrospective Kolmogorov equation for discrete stochastic processes also has been obtained. Namely, the following theorem has been proved. Theorem 2. If jx^, t e tJ is a discrete stochastic process with transition probabilities (1) and the following limit exists {16) t "it / P n {f n+1' X n+1* t n+2' A) n < W dx n+1 > n+1 n x then the equation
holds.
Taking into account the fact that by (5) we have
we can write (17) in the form ap n+1 (f n' t n+1' x n' x n5 t n+2' A) (18) "3T n+1 t "=t n+1 n = q(fn,*n) ^n'^n'*n' x n' 1; n+2 ,,A^ -
How we shall prove that under some assumptions the functions q and g uniquely determine transition probabilities of discrete stochastic processes i.e. we shall prove that equation (9) with initial condition (15) has exactly one solution.
Let for fixed t , X n W = W(J0) denote the space of all finite countable additive functions wn(A) = w (*n»*n :A ) de~ fined on a measurable space (36,3). Let ç be a metric for W defined by the formula where w n II ^ I** l w n (A, |-
The space W is a Banach space.
How we introduce the space C W <tntT > of functions w = w .
(A) = w. (9) where K 1 is a constant such that a n (t,z,A) ^ K^. Moreover for n-th power of the operator T the inequality (26) ||(TX) t Jl < ^^|||w n -w»ll n+l n+i holds. It follows from (26) that a certain power of the operator T is a contracting operator and in view of the principle of contracted maping equation (24) possesses a unique solution in C W .
Equation (24) is equivalent to equation (9) with the initial condition (15). This implies that equation (9) with initial condition (15) has exactly one solution. Theorem 3 is thus proved.
3. Some special questions Let us consider equations (14) and (18) This Implies that the transition probabilities from the state k to a state different fisom k,k+1 in the interval (t,t + At) is o(At).
If we assume that all the above mentioned assumptions are satisfied and that the intensity functions are given then equations (27)» (28) From these equations we can find the transition probabilities as functions of the intensities. Now the following questions will be considered: À. The connection between the equations from Theorems 1, 2 and the Kolmogorov equations for a Markov process will be given.
B, A theorem concerning the solutions of equations (29) and (30) will be proved.
A. The function Pgi^»*! »z;A) is undefined for and z ¡é Xj moreover Pgït^Zjtg.zjt^.A) = P^ (t 2 ,z;t^,A).
Let us assume that there exists the limit lim P 2 (t 2 ,x 1 ,z;t 3 ,A)
and for every x^ we have (31) lim P 2 (t 2 ,x 1 ,Z',Xyk) = P 1 (t 2 ,z;t 3 ,A).
It is evident that condition (31) is satisfied for a Markov process.
On the other hand, condition (31) can be treated as a continuity condition.
Observe that the formula (32) 3P 2 (t 2 ,x 1 ,x 1 ;t 3 ,A) 3TZ V*1 8P 1 (t 1 ,x 1 |t 3 ,A)
and (31) imply that equations (27), (28) and consequently (29), (30) have the same form as Kolmogorov equations for a Markov process. Indeed, by assumption (31) and in view of the continuity of the functions P 2 at the point t^ and the definition of the function q we can write P 2 (i 2 ,x 1 ,z;t,,3e-{z} ) lim q(f 0 ,x.,,z) = lim lim ? i * ¿I J. J. »O -«O t^t.
lim P 2 ( t 2 ,x 1 ,z;t 3 ,3E-{z} ) lim t 3 -t 2 '1 2 *3 " *2 lim t 3 -t 2 P 1 (t 2 ,z;t 3 ,3E-{z) )
The function q(f 2 ,x^,z) is continuous at the point t 2 , hence in (27) we can take q(i 2 ,x 1 ,z) = q(t 2 ,z).
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Moreover, by the Lebeague theorem (see [13] » p.295) we oan pass in (28) to the limit under the integral sign. From the above considerations it follows that for a discrete stochastic process conditions (31) and (32) can be used in order to state that the process is a Markov process in the wide sense. The definition of a Markov process in the wide sense is given in [5] p.18.
B. Lot the space 3e be the set of non-negative integers. In this case condition (31) can be writen in the following form (29), (30) is
It is interiesiting that transition probabilities (35) have the same form as the corresponding transition probabilities in the Poisson process but they were derived without the assumption that the process is a process with independent increments.
Some transformations of discrete processes
In this part we assume that 3e = jx.| »Xg,...}. Write conditions (2) and (3) If { x t> ^ 6 T } is a discrete stochastic process, f is a piecewise monotonie function, then = f(Xt), t e T| is a discrete stochastic process.
•The proof of Theorem 5 is given in [il] . In the paper [li] it has been proved that if the process {x.j., t 6 T| has a intensity function (37) then the intensity function Q of the process jz^, t e t| has the form is uniformly convergent with respect to then the process {y^., t e t| is a discrete stochastic process.
Theorem 6 has been proved in the paper [12] . Let q g (s = 1,...,k) denote the intensity function of the discrete stochastic process j X s teTj, (s=1,...,k) and let q g has the form (37). In the paper [12] it has been proved that if Q is the intensity function of the process |Y t , t e T | then -1107 -Consider the prooess Y^. = X^ ^ + X 2 t* ** is P 088^^!9 to show that Y is not a Markov process.
We shall now find the intensity function of the process Y t ,t € Tj. Taking into account (40), (41) and (42) 1109.
